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SUMMARY

The performance of a turbosupercharger turbine was.measured
with three types of eti]austhood. The effectiveness of the tmrbine-
hood combination was determined by measuring the tm?b”inepower and
the thrust of the jet discharged from the hood at pressure i’ati.o~
acrose the turbine and hood of 1.35, 1.7, and 2.0 for a range of
blade-to-jet speed ratios frcm 0.1 to 0.9. Compressed air was ueed
as the driving fluid.”

..

The results of these tests indicate that an efl=ust hood should
have an inlet area equal to the lmcket-annulus area of the turbine
av.dshould be equipped with straightening vanes. A s@em of vanes;
the total chord of which was equal to the turbine pitch-ltie circini-
ference, achieved complete straightening of the flow. Losses due to
swirl were reduced, however, to about one-half their maximua by
straightening vanes with a total chord 0.175 times the turbine
pitch-line circumference. The flat-nozzle hood, which was designed

.

to guide the gas from the round bucliet-annulussection into a-flat
,.

duct, impoeed no greater losses than the best conical hood. !I%e
tmming of high-velocity flow in a flat duct led to +ery large

..-..-—

losses. A conventional short-turning-radiushood was found to give
larger losses than the varied-conicaland flat-nozzle hoods.

IIiTRODUC3!ION

Whena turbosupercharger is operated at rated speed on a rgcip-
rotating engine, the gases leave the turbine with an axial velocity” —

of about 700 feet per second. At an airs::eezof 375 rn:~es~ hour,
a jet power equivalent to about 25 engine horse_mwer is ~oduced for
each pound of exkust gas dischazzgedper second.at 700 feet per sec-
ond. This power is frcm 4.5 to 5.0 percent of the engine -r” ‘--‘“d-
elivered through the propeller. The desirabilityof so designing
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e.xhav.sthoode that the bucket-leaving 10EW 1s recovered (for example,
for jet propulsion) is obvious. Even with some twes of inefficient
0Xt3.ftUSthood, an appreciable Jet power cap be obtained by an increase
in exhaust back pressure but this method of operation causes a loss
in engine power and also In angine fuel economy. Furthermore, tbe
incrc+asedback pressure has ariadverse effect on engine-gperatlon
limits and on ihe power for turbine operaticm in cruising.

The Importance cf providiag efficient exhaust hoods for turbine-
com,pressorjet-propulsionengines is even more obvious as all the
power of these units is provided by the discharge of the e~ust gas
from the turbine.

An ideal exhaust hood would rearw@ly direct the axial momentum
of the ,gasleaving the turbine without loss and would also rearwardly
redirect any tangential momentum. An inefficient exhaust hood might,
however, destroy the exieti~ momentum and perhaps might require an
additional pressure drop to discharge the gases; or the hood might
Increase the t~ential”momentum of the jet at the expense of an
increased back presstuw. Angular momentum remaining in @e jet after
it is discharged’frcm the hood is not useful for jot propulsion and
its existence may reduce the thrust obtainable with a given hood-exit
area and a given maas flow.

Very little.information is amilableon the pe@oqance of
exhaust hoods for aircraft etiaust-gas turbines. Tests were perfo&od”-
at the NACA Cleveland laboratory to com~e various hood designs to
find their effect on the turbine and h.oo”dpelf’ormanceon”the?basis of
the power available to aircraft in flight.. Three general t~es of
hood were tested: conical hoods, a flat-nozzle hood, and a short-
turning-radiushood of semicircular cross section. Successive modi-
fications were made on tb.econical hood to detezmine the sources of
the various losses. The results of the t&ts are presented as curves
in terms of”generalized parameters.

..

SYMBOLS
..

— .-

The following symbols are ueed in the report:

A a2*ea,(sq in.)

1? thrust, (lb)

&! acceleration of

H total pressure,

gravity, (32.2 ft/sec2)’

(lb/sq in. absolute)

.—
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n
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mass flow of air, (slugs/see)
.— ..—

turbine power, (ft-lb)/(see)

static pressure, (lb/sq in. absoIute)

gas constant for air, 53.35 (ft-lb)/(lb)(%)

.- —

radius, (in.)

total temperature, (%) . .

static temperature, (%)

turbine-wheel pitch-line velocity, (ft/see)

velocity of discharge calculated frm continuity equatim,
(ft/see)

effective velocity of discharge as measured by thrust target,
(ft/see)

theoretical $et velocity, (ft/see) (ccmputed for a drop in
pressure from turbine inlet static pressure to exhaust-hood
discharge total pressure)

ratio of

over-all

iienaity,

specific heats of air, 1.400

turbine efficiency

(slugs/cu ft)

Slibscripts:

1 station at turbine inlet

2 station at hood exit or at bucket exits
t~~”~We

METHODS OF CWXUTATION

.—

when no hood was on ‘

—

The losses in a ‘mmbine-eXbaust hood are the sun of the losses
due to skin friction, to throttling, and to separation and ~irl in
the air stream. An attempt was first made to estimate the losses h
the exhaust hoods by a direct measmement of the pressures at the
entrance szidthe exit of the hood. Preliminary tests with hoods

—
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:Showodthat the pressures near the turbine wheel varied markedly
fz’omplace to place; an evaluation of the hood l.oBaea‘m9ed on
tha~e measurements would therefore be insufficiently accurate.

A mcond attemgt to maluate the data used an emplrtcal relation
of turbine power, speed, and inlet ~ressu&e to egtimate the buck@t-
discharge pressure. Negative losses for th.~hoods were sometimes
obtained from this method, howover, when no angular mcmentum could
pos~ibly have been recovered; therefore, the method yas abandoned
because the turbine efficiency was being influenced by the hood
des@n.

Finally all attemyts at separation of hood 10SSOS and effect=
of the hoods on the turbine porlormanco were abandoned and the anal-
yeis of the test data was bared on a set of ove~t-allt.~bine and hood
pwformance parameters.

~~~.formance parzuneters.- In this report the performance of the
hoods i~ described by com~aring the turbtne power and mass flow pro-
duced at various wheel speeds for a range of valuee of the ratio of
the ete,ticpreseure at the inlet of ths turbine to the total pressure
at the hood exit. The static pressui”eat the turbine Inlet was
chosen as the upstream pressure because the effect of e-ust back
pressure on mgine power is usually based on static exhaust back
pressure.

In order to Generalize the results, the power and the mass flow

are represented by the factors P/(Pl /E@ and (J@ZZ)/plJ

which have the dimensions of area, and the wheel speed by the ~tien-

slonless factor u\=l. The turbine-hood perfomtice parameters
may be converted to efficiencie~ (based on turbine tilet static pres-

,—

—

.—

,

.—

—

sure and hood-discharge total yessure) and
ratloa by the followihg equations:

~/ (Pl@J
~=K

(M (al-) /P1

to blade-to-Jet speed

(1)

and

[2)
1

I
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where

5

.-

K=
-1

‘m

=2 2+
-_

PI

— .._

and K zad nK 2 have the following values for the pressure
ratios used in the report:

P11%2 K nK2
2.0 . 1 ● 590 0.892
1.7 2,003 1.001
1.35 3.477 1.318

For most of the hoods, the dieoharge veloclty and the static
pressure were not uniform at the hood exit, Because the hood of a
turbosuperchargei-or other aircraft turbine is intended to ge-riemte
thrust, the velocity of greatest utility is the average or eff?c-
tive set velocity ~ deffned as the ratio of gross jet thrust to
mass flow. The jet thrust ma therefore measured directly bya

— .

thrust target.

The ratio of the effective jet velocity ~ to the average
hood-discharge velocity Uc calculated cm the basis of the conti-
nuity equation uc = M/P2A2 is also shown for each hood. This

velooity ratio is given by the equation.
.—

%’ P2~2qfJ
—=—

Uc M
(3)

The dens~ty P2 was calculated with the assumption that the pres-
sure was constant and equal to the static pressure neasured at the
hood exit. All of the velocity components except the average axial
velocity l% were neglected in calculating P2. When the velocity

is constant across the Mod exit and in an axial directicm, the
ratio- uJ~ is unity. A value of this ratio other than unity indi-

oates nonuniformity of the jet velocity or of the static pressure.
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The following equation, based on an assumed isentroptc cunver-
of velocity energy to pi%ssure energy and on the neglect &
l.oseesor gains in the hood, was used to calcukte the hood-

d~ach~rge total presmre H2

(4)

The ne$lect of heat losses or &Lins in the hood in equation (4) is
Hhown in appendix A to Ilavea negligible effect on the value of the
over-all pressure ratio required for a given turline power and wheel, --—L
speed.

Tuz-binecalibration. - As a cmmenient standard of comprison,
the peri?ormanoeof fihetudbi.newithout a hood was measured. The
turbine etiausted directly to the atmosphere. The ~erformance was

plotted in tezansof the factors
/ ) p@%)/P,,~ (Pl ~fil )

-.

and u,/~&—l, with the difference that the prosswre ratio in this
case was the ratio of the wtatic pressure at the turbine inlet to
the total pressure at the bucket-exit smnulus. This porformanco
should.be cloue to the maximum petiormanoe obtainable becauee the
discharge pressure is cradited with.the axial velocity component at

—

the budiet exit and no hood losses occurrad.
..-_

Theoretically; hi@er
performance can be obtained with some hoods at blade-to-jet speed
ratios where swirl occurs beoau~e the hoods may recover some of the
tangential velocity. A hood may alsa increase the turbine efficiency
proper by reducing leakage paat the bucket tips.

Equation (5) as derived in appendi.xB is used to calculate,the
total pressuxe at the bucket-exit annulus. The total pressure is
based.on the bucket-discharge @atic iwesa~e and the average axial
cornyonentof velocity of th,eflow from the buckets.

(5)
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where p2 is the average
turbine had no hood, and
of 41.5 square inches was

7

bucket-discharge static pressure, as the
A2 is the lmcket-annulus area. A value
used for the bucket-aqnulus area.

—

Effect of humidity on density md available energy. - In these
tests the working fluid was air at a temperature of about 80° F. At
h@J pressure ratios the work abstraction was suffici.enkto cool the
air below its dew point and occasionally below the freezing paint.
Visual observation of the wake of the turbine with the hoods removed
showed that no tisible condensation occurrsd in the air etresm until
after the flow left the buckets, although in a few :aseg a slight
amount of frost was seen on the turbhe buckets. These observations
indicate that little or no energy was liberated by condensation while
the air was in the turbine and that the turbine power was therefore
not affected..bycondensation.

Condensation did occur in the hoods. The method of analysis d
the test data is shown in appendix A to yermit neglect of condensa-
tion except in the calculation of the density of ‘thegas at-the hood
exit. This calculation was based on the assumption that, betwean the
turbine and the hood exit, the mixture attained the equil.lbrim con-
dition at which tineair is saturated with moisture. The method used
to calculate the density of the wet air and the corresponding mrrec-
tlon to the velocity is described in appendix C. -a—

APPARATUS AND mm

The exhaust hoods were tested with a single-stage i.m~ulsetur-
bine having a wheel pitch-line diameter of 11.0 fnches and a cast
nozzle diaphragm. The ~zzle angle was 22°, the nozzle area was
10.3 square inches, and the bucket height was 1.20 inches. A sche-
matic d%gran of the test setup with a conical hood is shown in fig-
ure 1. The turbine wae driven by compressed air at a temperature
of about 80° F end the power was absorbed by a high-speed hydraulic
dyaamxaeter. Tke air supply wqs provided by an 8-inch pipe with a
transition to an elliptical section at the turbine entrance having
~ area equivalent to a 6-inch diemieterpipe. An A.S.M.E. thfn-
piate orifice was installed in the air-supply pipe upstreszn~“ the
air-flow control valve.

—

—.

—

The air was discharged from the hood into the t~st target,
which in turn dischar~ed to the atmosphere. The pressure drop
through the target never exceeded 4 inches of water. The target is



stmilar to that describad in reference 1. The thrust, or reaction
of turning the air through an angle of 90°, was measured by a beam
scale. The target cacwists.,ofa sleeve closed at one end and mounted
to p~vot about an axis at rtght angles to the direction.of discharge
or t$e alr from the sleeve. The sleeve wae mounted inside a tank,
The air entered the sleeve through a hole near the closed end and was
turned through an ~le of 90°. When the axis of supmrt of the
sleeve Is normal to the direction of the flow.of the air as it enters
the target, the moment of momentum ~producedis equal to the product
of the momentum of the atr stream times its mean distanco from the
supporting axia. The dzstance from the center of the entering air
stream to the axis of support d the sleeve ~d the length of the
reaction “am are equal; %}]escale therefore reada the jet thrust.

(%lib~ation of .thrust’tmrget.- me tbrqst target -S fi~librated
by measuring the reacticn of = air jet flowlmg axially from a noz-
zle. The thrust of the &i-rJet was detenalned by making a wake sur-
vey of the nozzle. A comparison of’the Jet thrust as measured by the
target and by the nuzzle wake mrvey ia s~own in figure 2. The dif-
ferences are small..

*

t

.-

Turbine calibration. - &e turbine f~rst wae calibrated as a
reference using a fairhg pvat to stablize the air flow from tbe
wheel. (See fig. 3,) The static preasuro at the wheel exit was
assumed to be the atiera+;eof the pressure measured on the fairlng
post and the barometric pressure.

T~es of hood. - The tyyes of hood tested were:

1. Conioal hood with the following modifications:

(a) Long-chord straighteningvanea a.ndwheelfairmG (fig: 4(a))

(b) Long-chord vanes, wheel fairing, and hood-entrance fairing
band (fig. 5(a))

.,

(c) Wheel falring supported by 3/8-inch tubes (fig. 6(a))

(d) Plain tioillcal‘hood (fig. 7(a))

(e) Flat cooling
(fig. 8(a)) ~

(f) Flat cooling

(g) Conventional

cap and short-chord straightening vanee

ca~ supported by 3/8-inch tutes (fig. 9(5))

cooling cap (fig. 10(a))
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2. Flat-nozzle hood with two extensions:

(a) StraZght extension (fig. n(a))

(b) SOOl&dextension (fig. 12(a))

3, Short-turning-radiushood (fig. }3(a])

The hood-exit areas of t~~es 1, 2,
square inches, respectively.’

Z4easurements.

Turbine inlet

Turbine inlet

Air flOW

Turbine-wheel

Turbine torque

Thrust

Eood-dtecWrge

- The following

ata%ic pressure

.

and 3 were 29.0, 43.5, and

—

roeasur~ents were made:

total temperature

s~eed

static pressure —

Static pressure on wheel fair= post ,(measuredonly duz-ing
tuz-binecalibration)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

W.e calibration of tlaeturbine with the wheel fairing poet is
shown in figure 3. Figure 3(a) shows a diagram of tbe wheel and the”
fairing post; figure 3(b) shows the power factor and mass-flow fac-
tor for the turbine. The ratio of the blade sapeedto the theoretical
Jet speed u/v based on the over-all pressure ratio ‘pl/’E2ia show
for reference.

GXlioal Hoods

Conical hood with long-chord straighten-= vanes and wheel
fairing. - The performance characteristics of tineturbine and hood
wltlna conioal wheel fairhg and two lon&chor& straighte?ihg vanes

—.—

—
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!n figure 4. A drawing of the hood is shown in fiCure 4(a).
t

and nass-f’lowfactors are shown in figure 4(b).

preesure ratio of 1.35, the turbine power wtth the hood is
equal to the turbine power m-%s-&ed during lilx-tm-~inecalibration
but the mass flowia slightly reduced (fig. 3(b)). As compured with
the turbine calibraticm the over-all effici~cy comp&ed from equa-
tion (1) is imreasod&lmut 1.4 points (from 68,4 to 69.8 percent).
At a pressure ratio.of 1.7, the turbine power md mass-flow factors
are equal to those meas~lreddur@ the turline calibration excel?tat
very high wheel speeds. Then the mass flow and power are reduced,
aqmrently because of l.arg~hood losses. The over-all turbine-hood
efficiency is lower than that for the turbine calibration In this
high-wheel-speedre~ion. At a pressure ratio of 2.0, a loss b power

occurs m compared with the t~mbine calibration (fig, 3(b)), with
the hood corresponding tQ about 2 pints of turbine efficiency.

The ratio of the effective hood-discharge velocity ~ (as
measured by the thrust target) to the hood-discharge velocity Uc
calculated from the continuity equation is shown in figure 4(c).
The value of this ratio is substantially-constantover t~e turbine-
speed range and nearly equal to unity in agreement with the obser-
vation, made Wth the target removed, that the flow #?romthe hood
was substantially axial ad uniform at all times.

The jet velocity calculated from the cotrtinuit”yequation may
differ from tbe effective velocity for two reasons: (a) When the
average pressure in the hood exit is equal to the di8char~e pressure
measured at the rim of the hood, the velocit,ycalculated from the
continuity equation will be less than the effecfive velQclty if the
velocity profile is not flat; (b) if the velocity component~ are not
parallel to the axis of the hood, the static pressure is nob uniform
and, in general, the avera~e pressure is not equal to th~ discharge
pressure. In thie ctisethe calculated velocity ~ maynoteq~_ya~ ~
because ~~ i~ based on the tlirust-targe~measurement, ~ich includes
the integrated effect of the pressure variattcm,”whereas the c.alcu-
l.atedvalue Uc is the axial component of onl,ythe velocity. The
effective velocity ~ can be greater or less than the calculated
velocity uc depending on whether the average static pressure is

greater or less than the free-air statfc pressure p2 “at the hood
exit.

The values of ~/uc in figure 4(c) less than unity are thus

probably due to tbe”exi~te~ce of ‘low-pres&e areaa in tb.ehood
exit.

. .

.—

—

.
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Conical hood titlllong-chord straightening vanes, wheel fairing,
a“.dhood entrance fairing land. - The previously mentioned conical
hood (fi&. 4(a)) did not provide a smooth and close-fitting entrmce
for tha ~ssage of air from the buckets to the hood. In order to
determine the possibility of raducing the losses in this region,
teat~ were run witlffa fair= band installed in the hood entrance.
(See fig. 5(a).) ‘Thisfafiingband~de the hood-entrance area e~l.wl
to the ?mcket-a.nnulusarea.

The power and the mass flow obtained with this hood are shown
in fi~~e s(b). Tbe princlpai effect of the fairing was to incre5se
the power at every vm.t. The irn~ovment attained is equivale~t to
about 1 point in tm’bine efficiency. The veloci%y ratio ~/uc 10
shown in figure 5(c). The Varia’cionis simihr to that of the Vaneil
conical hocsdwithout the fairi.ng%an~ (fig. 4.(c)).

Conical hoo~ tith wheel fairing supported by 3/&inch C&meter
tubes. - In order to determine the value of straightening vanes in
conical hoods, tests were runw5th a conical hood (fig. 6(a)) sim-
ilazzto tilevariedconical hood, figure 4(a), except that no-aighk-
ening vanes were used. The wheel fairtng was supported by aix
3/&inch-d~ameter tubes. .J

The power emlmass-flowfactors for this hood are shown in
f’igu-e6(b), At wheel speecisequivalent to a blade-to-jet speed
r~tio of approximately G.4, the power obtained is only s13ghtly less
than the power for tbe variedhood with the entrance fairing band.
The loss at nucb higher or lo~ei- wheel speeds was very great. No

——

recovery of tangential momentum was obtained inder any condition.
Tbe xessure loss was so great that the turbine could not be qwrated
a$ a rotative syeed appreciably
the buckets. Axial fkIW OCCLE’EI
3.0percent lower t’hanthe wheel
the efficient hoods such as the
and 5(b)).

The high 10ss of power was
appreciable swirl efi.stsat the

greater ”t.henthat for axial flow from
at a wheel s~ed approximately
speed for maximum pawer output with
=ed COniCQl iOOdi3(figf3.4(b)

due to sw&l in the hood. When an —-.
kuc’ketexit, the tangent-ialvelocity”

at the hood exit must be very lar~e to maintain the consenation of’
~r momentwn, because tilediameter of the hood exit is much
smaller than the pitch-line diameter of tbe turbine wheel. The pro-
ducticn of this tangential velocity requires a large d.royin static
pressure. ArKvyz$essuredrop used to produce tangential Veloctty is

.-.——

wasiie~because mggula.rmcmentm is not useful for Jet propulsion.
. —

The total hood-dzscharge prsssure is defined as the yressura that
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would produce”the effective axial velocity ~. The Tower of tur-
bines with vaneless hoode for a constant“ratZoof the inlet static
pressure to total hood-discharge pressm% is.therefore unusually low
when an appreciable.part’of the available pressure drop Is expended.
in the generation of increased etirl. me long-chord straightening
vanes in the conical h,odd(fi~s. 4(a) and 5(a)) prevented the growth
of swirl.

Losses due to swirl in the vanelms conical hood are more
serious fo~ wheel sjedds greatei-than those fox axial flow than for
wheel speeds les~ ti~anth&se foiaaxtal flow. The preseure loss is
~n-incipallydete~rmimd by the mount of swirl. The hood losses
increase the lnzcket-dischargepressure and thus reduce the speed of
the jet approaching the k~%ine buckets, increase the actual bLade-
to-jet speed rati~, and dacrease the available turbine pgwer. When
the wheel speed is incueased above.the Wheel-spee&-for axial flow,
the actual blade-to-~et”speed i-atioand therefore the swivl and tine
losses rapidly increase lecause the ~e% s~eed dec~eses as the wheel
speed increases. When the wheel s~eed is”decreaeed below the wileel
speed for axial flow, the Swii>land the losses Increase less rapidly
than in the previous case because the true jet syeed is decreased as
th~ wheel speed is d.ecrea~edand the trueblade-to-jet s~eed ratio
therefore chenges less ra?idly.

The varis,ticmof the velocity ratio ~/uc &th blade-to-jet
s~eed ratio u/v is shown in figure 6(c). For nesrly axial flow
(u/v approximately equal to 0,35 to 0.40),-the velocity ratio is
nearly unity or equel to that for the waned conical hood; When
the blade-to-jet speed ratio is ~lightly lower orhigher”than that
for axial flow, the velocity ratio is decreased because M the
swirl that exists in the hood. When swirl Is present, a radial
pressure gradient exists across the exit 3ection d.the,lwod.
W&m the mount of Mirl is small the jet “completelyfill.athe
nozzle; the true axial velocity of the Jet is increased hy the
presence uf the low-pressure lo~}-densitytieglonnea5 the”kds d
the nozzle. The momentum of the air disck+argedfrom the hood is,
however, decreased because momentum can be”evaluated only as
though each element of the fluid has been brought to atmospheric
pressure by a suitable chang’ein its axial velocity. The effec-
tive velocity of the central fibments is Vaerefore small because
the preemre is low near the axi~ of the nozzle.

As the amount of swirl is increased the velocity Patio Q/uc
decreases to a-minimum and then increases rapidly. This rapid
increase in ~/uc is caused by the fozmakion of an annular :et
with a stagnant core wit’hinthe nozzle. Because the flow area is

.-——.

..

.- s-
. . -.—

— -

.

:.

c
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decreased by the presezzceof the stqgwmt core the axial velocity
is fiicreasedc In addition, when the jet is hollow the inner edge
is substantially at atmospheric premmre and the aver%e Fressme
of the jet is increased by the swirl, which causes a further
incl-ease‘inthe effective Jet velocity.

Plain conical hood. - It had been suggested that wheel fairin&s
and cooling caps had ~egligible efIects on the flow through the

—

hood of a turbosupei’charger.A hood consisting of only the outer
cowling (fig. 7(a)) therefore wns tested. The tmhine power -
mass-flow factors are shown in figure 7(b). The tm?bine power was
slig!htlyreduced at every point as compaiiedwith the vaneless coni-
cal hood ti.ththe wheel fairing (fig. 6(b)). The ~wer loss wae
lerge compared with the losses of the heads with straightening vanes
(figs. 4(b) and 5(b)) exceptfo rnearlyaxialflow. The net lose
for axial flow corresponds to a 3-0s8 of fr~ 2 to 3 Pofits ~ *W-
bine efficiency compared with tll,econical hood kfiththe long-chord
straightening vanes and entrance fairing band.

The variation of the velocity ratio ~/~ with blade-to-set
speed ratio u/v for this hoo~, shown in figure ?(c), is s~f@
to that fcr the conical.bood with the wheel fairing (fig. 6(c)).

A wake survey was made of the flow frcm this hood iznorder to
check the accuracy of the thrust-target measurements wrhenthe flow
has en appreciable swirl. The reeults of these measurements, takan
at a turbine-hood pz-eseureratio P1/H2 of ~.35~ are sh~ in
figuzze7(d), The dashed cumes are taken from figures ~(b) =7(c)
for a pressure ratio of 1.35, —

The agreement between the results obtained with the thrust
target and by means of the wake survey is good except for one paint
at the highest wheel speed of the survey, for which the nass flow
and the thrust calculated from the wake survey wen?ewl% ciably less
than those measured with,the tar~et in place. we mass flow calcu-
lated from the wake survey was 11 percent lowexthan the mass flow
mess-dredwith the A.S.M.E. thin-plate orifice during t-hewake survey.
A considerable error is apparently Introduced into the wake-survey
measmements when the tangential velocity is large as compared with
the axisl velocity. A method of evaluation of the wake m.u’~eyof a
flow with swirl about the axis of symmetry is discussed in appendix D.

COniOd hood with fbt COO~ing cap and short-ohord straighte~
‘- A flat cooling cep was installed in the entrance of the con-vanes.

icel hood immediately behind the turbine wheel and was supportedby

—
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three short-chord streamline struts (fig. 8(a)). Tks chord of each
strut is 2.0 inches. The turhlne power f~r tb.isarrangement is
~hown in figure 8(b). As capared with the vaneless hood with DO
cooling cap (fig. 7(a)), the power was much,greater especially at
high.wheel speeds. The power was always less than the power obtained
with the long-chord straigh,ter>i,ng-vanedhood (fi~. 5(b)). A -partof
this loss was undoubtedly throttling loss due to the change in area
mmediatel.y behind the cooling cap.

Variation of the.ratio of the effective hood-discharge velocity
to the calculated hood-discharge velocity ~/uc with blade-to-jot
speed ratio u/v is shown in figure 8(c). This f:gure shows e-ri-
de,nceof existence of a consl.denble swirl in the jet, when com~ed
with the seineratios for the hood with the long-chord straightening
vanes (fig. 4(c)). The rate of reductiimtiof the velocity ratio
%/ucJ as the wheel speed is changed from that for axial flow, is
much 1.OSSthafi”thatobtained with the ~-anelessconical hood with or
without a wheel fairi~ (fig3. 6(c) md 7(c)) indicating that an
appreciable straightening of the flow had been achimed by the three
ehort-chord vanes.

Coniaal hood with flat cool- caD iupported by 3/8-inch tubes. -
In orderto Mstlnguish between the straightening effect of.the small
streamlined struts afidany”effects directly attributable “tothe pres-

i +n~-dimeter tubqs wer”esubstitutedenc-eof the flat cooling cap, 3,8-.
for the short-chord, streamlined struts. (See fi~. ~(a).) The
turbine-power factor for &hiQ condition j.ffehOWIIfi.fi~e 9(b).
The losbes are equal to those for the vaneless conical hood with no
cooling cap (fig. ~(b)). Tbe small streamlined struts previously
used to support the cooling cap therefore a~rently effected EUI
appreciable reductioriin sml; w~er~as.the-~o~d s$~uts had no
noticeable effect.

The variation of the velocity ratio ~/uc w5_thblade-to-jet
spee~ ratio u/v, shown in figure 9(c), is similai-to that for the
vaneless conical hood. .— —

A comparison of figures 6, ?, 8, and 9 with figure 5 shows that
maximm power and therefore maximum efficiency were normally obtained
at a wheel speed somewhat greater than that for .a@.@lflow from the _
turbine buckets.

Conical hood with conventional cooling cap. - The turbine power
for the conical hood ”witha conventional cbolinQ cap (fig. 10(a)) is
shown in figure l(3(b). The ioss of power i.s@eater than that for

r
—

.,

...

—

-

.-

.-

.—

.—
w

.
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the flat cooling can supported by three short-chord vanes
under all mnditi.on9. The maximum mer-all efficiency ie

I-5

(fig. 8)
decreafled

about 3 to 4 points as compared with the ~increases@ efficfency
given by the %.oodsof figuzzes4(JJ) and 5(h). Althougl%some straight-
ening of the flow was attained with tileelliptica1 roes) the v-es
were either too large in diameter.or too yoorly streamlined to pro-
v~.dga flow path with low averu-e resistance.

The variatimn of the veloclty ratio ~!uc with blade-to-jet
speed ratio u/v shown in figure 10(c) is similar to tilatfor the
conical hood with the short-chord struts (fig. 8(c)). The formation
& a prono’~ced ho~w-~ored jet fr~ the hood did not occur with
either the short-chord streamlined vanes or wit-nthe conventional
cooling cap as evidenced by the fact that the velocity ratio did not
tend to rise at the hi~ and luw blade-to-jet speed ratios. This
~eba~ior ~ndicates that the flaw rem&ined more ne8rly uniform than
in tke case of the vanelesa hood (fig. 7(c)).

Flat-Nozzle Hoods

The flat-nozzle hood (fi&s. n(a) wd n(b)) was so desiaed
that the entrance area was equal to the lmcket-annulus.area. It
wes also designed to bring the gas from tineround annulus sectifm
into a flat duct. Yhe flow passages midwey betweegthestraightemipg
vanea were chosen to give minimum friction and turning losses. The
air i’lotingfrom the wheel near the vanes followed ~ nearly straight
-~t~ when the flow from tinebuckets was in an axial d~re~tioh.

Flat-wzzle hood with straight extension. - Tne turbfie power
and mass-flow factors for the flat-nozzle hood with a straight
extei=ion are shown in figme n(b). The mg~.~umpcwer output was
sli@tly less than that of the turbine tith the best conical hood
(fig. 5) comparedat the same pressure rati9a. —

The flat-nozzle hood, however, reduced the mass flow enou&b
that the over-all efficiency was about 1 point higher than that for
the best conical hood at a presmme ratio of 2.0. At the press~e
ratios of 1.35 and 1.7 the efficiency was equal to that for the best

....-—

conical hood (fig. 5(b)).

The velocity ratio ~/uc for the fllathood wfth the straight
extension is shown in figure 11(c). The velocity ratio was greater
than unity for all conditions, indicating that the flow was always”
Xmnullrom . Observation of the flow with the thrust target removed
showed a distinct nonuniformity of the flow for all pressure ratios ...__
azzdwheel speeds.
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Flat-nozzle hnod with 900.bend extension. - A SOO bend exten-
sion with the radius of curvature of the bend equal to the width of
the hood exteneion was tested with the fht-uoz~le hood. (See
fig. 12(a).) The power and mass-flow factors for “thishood and
extension are shown in figure 12(b). At the pressuzzeratios of 1.35
and 1.7, the power factor for the 90° bend extension is neazzlyequal
to that for the straight extansion. At the pressure ratto of 2.0, a
~e~-io~ loss occurs. The ~elocity ~/uc for the flat-nozzle hood .—

with 90° bend is shown in figure 12(c). The high peak of this ratio
.—

aad the poor oveu-all petiorwanse of this hood at a pressure ratio
.-.

of 2.0 are Trobably the reEwlt of the formation of a etable system
of chock waves at the dc.wnstreamend O? the bend.

.-—

Shor&Turaing-Radius Hood

A sketch of the conventional short-turning-radiushood is .’
shown In fig-ure13(a). The pcwer and mzss-flow factors for this
hood are show in fig~-e lfi(b). The maximum power factor of this ---

turbine-hood oomkination is about 11.5 pei-centlower “thanthe yower
.—

factor i’orthe coniw.1 hood w:ih.long-chord straightening vaiiesand
4

hood-entrance fairin~ band (fig. 5). .-=

The Tower and mass-flow fastors for this hood decrease less
rapidly as the turbine speed increaees above tilewheel speed for
axial flow than for the conical hoods, whlcb indtcates that the
short-tumin&radius hood is able to recover a part of the residual —
swirl under some cmiditiona.

The velocity ratio un/uc for the
is shown in figure 15(c). The velocity
rise at hl@i wheel sFeeds.

Comparison

Means

Turbine data may
torque coefficient

of Performance of

of Turbine Torque

.-

short-turning-radiushood
ratio shcws a

Various Hoods

Coefficient

pronounced .
.—.;

by

.—
—

convenientlybe represented by a plot of the -
: .--A

,
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a@imt the wheel-speed parameter uj~~ o? the blade-to-~et

speed ratio u/v. At a fixed value of u/v, or of u]=, “the

ch~?es in the torque coefficient are proportional to changes Zn
the efficiency. Because the efficimcy is divided by u/v, the
torque coefficient va~ies more rapidly with losses than does the
efficiency. The usual method of plott~ efficiency or power a@.nst
wheel speed u or against u/v tends to mask the effect of losses
in the ragion of low wheel spee~s and to enlarge them at high wheel
speeds.

The uelation between torqae coefficient and.the wheel-speed
~prameter at a pe~sure ratio of 2.0 is shown in figure 14 for the
turbine without a ‘hoodand for the hoods described in figures 5,
6, 8, 11, and.13. The d~mference in the values of torque coefficient
for the se~eral exhaust confi~urations is an indication of the dif-
ferences in efficiency.

The timee short-chord streamlined struts (having a solidity of
0.175, where ~olidity is defined as the total chord length divided
by the turbine pitch-line circumference) effected about one-half as
flreatan improverwmt in performance as the lo-rig-chordstruti,which
‘hada solidity of 1.0. This result s~gests than an intermediate
straightening-vane solidity may be adequate for most applicati=s.
The solidity of the straightening vanes in the flat hood (0.335)
was apparently adeqwte to straighten tineflow.iina hoed of non-
conical form.

SIJ1.131&RYOF REI!HTJLTS

From tests of turbine-hod combinations with compressed air
the working fluid, the followi~ results were obtained:

1, Throttlt~ and lea’kagelosses were reduced by the uee of

as

a
hood havirg a flow area at the hood entrance equal t: the bucket-
annulus area as ccqared with a hood havin& a larger entrance area.

2. Strai@tening vanes were neceseary to avoid Larde losses
due to swirl when tileturbine equipped wit,ha conical hood was
operated witlnresid~l swirl in the fluid leaving the turbine wheel.

3. Practically complete straightening of the flow was achieved
by straightening vanes with the total chords equal to the turbine _ __ “–
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yitch-line cil*cumft32.’ence.Losses due to swir~.were reduced< however,
to about one-half thei~~maximum by straightening vanes ti_tha total
chord 0.l~5”tties the pitch-line circumference of tbe turbine.

4. The flat-nozzle hood, which was designed to gtide the gas
from the round bucket=annulus section into.a flat duct, imposed no
greater 105s tha~ the best conical hood. At high Mach numbers, the
loeses in a 90° bend, higk-as~ct-ratio, fled-duct with,the axis of’
bending parallel to t~le3or@er side were very large.

5. The conventional short-’tuiming-radzushood often used for a
flight hood in turboeu~erchar~ei-installatitis gave 11.5 percent
lese power than the conical hood with l.on&c~ord stratghtqningvanes
and h.oo~.entrancefairti~ ban& at a blade-ko-jet s~eed ratio of 0.4
and a press~e ratio”af 2.C. ‘

Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory,
National Advisory Cmnaittee for Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohig, May 27, 1946.

.

.

●

●
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APPENDIX A

EFFECT OF HEAT ADDITION ON TOTAL PR2ZSS’CRE

The main effect of moisture condensation on the details of
fluid flow, in particular the effect on the presgumirop, is
caused by the release of the heat of ”vaporizati.onof the condensed
water in the fluid. In the followin#jdiscussion, the effects of
condensation are tlaeraforeconsidered as the effect of the addition
of haat to a EIovlng~a stream.

When heat is added to a stream of gas moving at a subsonfc
velocity, a pressure tiop occurs in t-hedirection of flow because
the velocity of tke Cas is increased. In ducts of constant cross-
sectional area, the clmnge in static pi”eseurois equal but opposite
in sign to the cha~e inmomentm per unit of area. When the amount_
of heat added is small and the initial Mach number is small enough
t-Latthe effect of chan@e in static pressure on denstty may be
neglected, tb.edrop in static _pressr~ebetween the points 1 and 2
is given by the equation

The d>zmmic pre8sure + PU2 increases, because of the higher

velocity, by the sxount

gressure, HI and H2,

G

2 cl% -—.
: Plul ~ and the-~ecrease ~ th”etotal-
,+ --

is given by the eqaation

‘Jhenfi.eat3.sadded to a moving gas
pressure thus occurs. A correction for
is automatically introduced by equation
is the true velocity as determined by a

stream, a 10ss of total
this loss in total pressure
(3) when the velocity ~
momefittim-integratingdevice

such as a thrust target. The correction is exact only for iowllach
numbers and only if the hood-discharge velocity is nearly equal to
the velocity in the section of the hood in which the heat addition
occurs. ..-,
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The true total pressure 2
P2 + ~ P21-7.-is lower than the total

pressure before the addition of heat. Inequatlon (1), however,
ti~etemperature used, i.neffect, to wlculate the density P2 lH

not ‘2 but tl. Tbe ap~rent total pre~sure E2C at section 2

is therefore

(8)

If the change in pre%sure is assumed to b~vo a negl~gible ef:ect in
chmgmg the der.city,

1 P#~.# tz
‘2C

-— .=p2+2@t2t1 :“ ‘“

The change in At has been assumed.to be small; hence, the
velocity U2 is nearly equal to the velo~ity ul and -

The calculated total
total pressure before the

(9)

● ✍

&

.-

.

—

..-

pregsure is therefore equal to the inl.tial
addition of hea-&

(10) —
.-

The r~~e of validity of this approximation was investigatedbY
calcul,atmg the ratio of Ldc/lll for a cor.etant-areaZu,ctusinG the

equations for mmpreasible flow. /H wa~-fo~d to beThe patio 132C,I
—

within 1 perctitiuf unity if the producti —

(u,/J~y”’

than thQ local
)(’$ c 0.0885 and ul/- < 1.08, that i~, leee

!,-1 4
velocity of sound.

.
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AWZN’DIX B

CALCULATION OF TEE TOTAL PRE%URE OF A GAS FLOVIIJGIN A TUBE

Ifilenthe assumption is made that the velocity, the temperature,
and the static pressuro & a gas flowing through a uniform tube.at
high Rqmolds nunbei’are @form, the total nressure mey be oalcu-
lated fran a consideration of the centinuit”y-and ener~y equations
and the tem~~reture-.wessure relation for

These reletions aye

and

The derisity
in el~.uation(11)

an isentropic expansion.

following equations:

U92

‘2 = T2 .-

+&R
Y--

(11)

(12)

(13)

-.

Y-1

(14)

term is eliminated by substitut~ equation (13)

and, by ‘useof equatioas (12) aznd(15)

-a_W2
Y -114

Equation (16) may be ~olved

-d2=3+RT2-
7-1

directly for ~

.

(~) ,. __.’

%?2”

—

(16)
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Tke combination of equations (12), (14), a~d (17) gives the relatian

=-.

-.

.=

.

When the radical is removed from the denominator of equation (lC),
the relation for the ratio of total pressfie to static pressure
becomes

L

(19)

I,nthe case of a turbine, where work Is abstracted at tbe
wheel, the tutal temperature of the gas af=@rA~seing thro@ the
wheel T2 is lower than the temperature of the gaa in the nozzle

“OOX T1 byth,e temperature difference co~esponding ‘cothe vwk
abstracted at the wheel; that is

.,--—,

T2 =T1-~” (20)
Y

Y-
~ @:

.“

,
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Upon the substitution of eqwtion (20) in equation (19), the follow-
in~ equation for the total pressure is obtained: ____ ,

When equation (5) is applied to tke conditions of the gas dis~.
charged fzom the buckets of a turbine, the effect of any tangential
com~onents of velocity is neglected in computing the static gas tem-
perature and aleo in computing the total useful velocity.

r—
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COTWECYION OF THE

F@

Bec!auseof We high
air and water $ust below

.KEYENDa c

CALCULATEDHOOD-DEWEARGE VXZ021TY

HUMIDITY OF THE AJR

apprent qecific heat of the mixture of
the dew-point temperature, the temperature

●

✌

drop in the hood was less when condensation.occurred than t~at cal-
culated for dry air. Calculation shows, however, that the dtifer-
ence between the mean density of air with a small amount of condensed
water and that of dry air is negligible. :Flgure 15 was therefore
pre~red showing the enth.alpyand density of dry air and the enthalpy
of air with various absolute humidities as a function of the tempera-
ture for a pressure of 1 atmosphere. .———

The correction of the calculat~ hood-discharge velocity UC .

for effect of condensationwas applied by’calculating the dry-air
dovmetream temperature and finding the corrsspondlng density pd

and enthalpy on the chart. The true discharge temperature is found
.

at the same entb.alpyon the line corresponding to the absolute
hwidity. The corrected, or wet, density p=. is found at this true
temperature.
is then given

The coi~ected value of the cal&alated velo~ity UC’
by the equation

Pd
Uc ‘ =uo—

Pw

The use of figure E is shown by tbe.following example:
Determine the correction to the calculated velocity when air with.
an absolute hum3.di,tyof 60 grains per pouqd Qnd an initial temper-
ature of 80° F is dischar~ed at a pressur6 of’1 atmosphere after
the removal of 12.5 Btu per pound of air in Q turbine, The entlmlpy
of the a~iris 19.2 Btu per pound and itssfinal entbalyy 6.7 Btu per
pound. The dry temperature is 28° F and the wet taperature 42° F.
The corresponding .&ryand wet densities are 0.0811 and 0.0~84 pound
~er cubic.foot, respectively. The correction fa&cOr pd/pw is

equal to 1.035.

.——

—

t

.
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EvALUATION 0? A NOZZLE SURVEY WITH SWIRL J!EOL?THE

The thrust produoed by the flow from a nozzle
by evaluation of the integral

f
-f’. rpll.f

J -/7w+ “(lJ-po)dA

where

g local static pi”es~ure

Po atmospherec pressure

AXIS OF SYMEIRY

may be obtained

(21)

.-

—

l-la axial com~onent of velocity of flow from nozzle

k~en a survey is made of the flow from a nozzle, the total
pressure and the direction of each radial element is measured. If
t]lenozzle i.s EIWJl and the velocit~ high, measurement of the-”StatiG
pressure is very difficult. When axial symetry exists in the flow,
the radial variation of the static pressure may be estimated,
however, frcm a knowledge of the-static ~-ess~e on the =11 of the .. “. ._.
nozzle and of the measured values of total gmessure end direction of
the flow as a function of radius. A radial distribution of total
tem~erature must be measured or assumed.

The radial pressure gradient is given
equa%icm

where

by the differential
,.,—-.—

(22)

.—

U& tangential.comyonent of velocity of flow from nozzleK1 -. -—

The density p is givaa by the equation —-

(23)
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where % =U

and

u absolute

Q angle of
nozzle

sin e

,

velocity of fluid

velocity vector measured from
and point of survey

NACA TN No. ].14~

●

✍✝

�

✎ ✍✍✚—m

plane through axis of

T%e differential equation (22) then beccmes

, (24)
-.

,..,

(25)

2 from equation (25) is substituted inWhen the value “of U
equation (24), the followlng differential.equation is obtafied

~ar” (Y - l)r
(26)

Equation (26) cannot be separated into independent variablee
beoause H is a variable, known as a function of r, bu; it can be
solved when wrtiten as an integral equation, by a wocem of suc-
cessive approximation to determine p as a function of r:

.-

..-

‘wep’E’+[(37-‘Jin2‘*
This integration
the nozzle where

procesu converges rapidly except at
it may not converge to a,physically

the center of .
Signif’leant h

.
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:)~es sure. Iii is riezemary to aaavme
body” flow near the center; that is,
yorticnal to the radius. A new form

that the flow becomes a ‘[solid-
the tangential velocity is pro-
of the integral equation is

more convenient Ior this central core, namely

(28)

The value of 19 in this central core may be obtained with sufficient
accuracy either by e.xt~apolaticnof values of 9 meaaured outside
this core or byaaeumi~ that tan 6 eqmals ~/~, where ua is

assmed constant. This asswpytion ie valid only in the region very
near r = 0. The axial velocity ~ wi_llbe negative near the axis

when a flow reversal occurs.

The mass flow may?)e obtained from the static-pressure dietri-
bution calculated with the eld of equations (27) and (28) by the use
02 the followi~ equation:

M .//,.. ~~[,:m, ($)~[[.~. j -pCos , Zscrdr (2,)

1. Pinkel, Benjamin, Turner) L. Ricbard~ -d VOSS~ Fred: DgsiW
of Nozzles for the Individual Cylinde% Ex%a.st Jet-Propulsion
System. lYACAACR, April 1941.
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Figure 3. - Turbine calibration.
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Figure 3. - Concluded. Turbine calibration.
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(b) Variation of power and mass flow of turbine-hood
combination with wheel-speed parameter.
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Figure 4. - Continued. Conical hood with long-chord straighten-
ing vane8 and wheel fai??ing.
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Figure-5. - Conical hood with long- chord straightening”” vanes,
wheel fai ring, and hood-entrance fairing band.
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Figure 5. - Continued. Conical hood with long-chord straighten-
ing vanes, wheel fairing, and hood-entrance fairlng band.
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Figure 7. - Plain conical hood.
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Figure 7. - Continued. Plain oonioal hood.
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fa) Sketch of hood.

Figure 8. - Conical hood with flat. cooling cap and short-

chord straightening vanes.
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Sketch of hood.

Figure 9. - Conical hood with flat cooling caP suPPOrte~ by

3-- inch tubes.
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Figure Il. - Flat-nozzle hood with straight extension.
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{a] Sketch of hood.

F-igure 12. - Flat -nozzle .hood with 90° oend extension.
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Figure 12. - Continued. Flat-nozzle hood with 90° bend extension.
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(a) Sketch of hood.

Figure 13. ,- Sho.rt- turning-radius hood.
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(b) Varlatlon of power and mass flow of turbine-hood
combination with wheel-speed parameter.

Figure 13. - Continued. Short-turning-radius hood.
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